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The Law, In Plain English, For PhotographersAllworth Press, 2002
The photographer's definitive business and legal resource is now completely updated and expanded.  In this valuable guide, arts attorney Leonard DuBoff takes you step by step though all the legal aspects of the photography business.  Here is expert advice for everything from contracts to trademarks, including government licenses, taxes, censorship,...
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Logic and Structure (Universitext)Springer, 2012

	Dirk van Dalen’s popular textbook Logic and Structure, now in its fifth edition, provides a comprehensive introduction to the basics of classical and intuitionistic logic, model theory and Gödel’s famous incompleteness theorem.


	Propositional and predicate logic are presented in an easy-to-read style using...
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MacIntosh Technology in the Common Hardware Reference PlatformMorgan Kaufmann, 1995
This book presents specifications and standards for the Apple Macintosh technology cited in the PowerPC Microprocessor Common Hardware Reference Platform (CHRP) specification.

The CHRP specification is a joint publication of Apple Computer, Inc., International Business Machines Corporation, and Motorola, Inc. It defines a common hardware...
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The Software IP Detective's Handbook: Measurement, Comparison, and Infringement DetectionPrentice Hall, 2011

	This book is generally about software intellectual property and specifically
	about the field of software forensics. While you may never testify in a courtroom,
	attempt to deduce the true owner of a valuable program, or measure the
	intellectual property (IP) value of software source code, if you are at all involved
	with software you...
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Responsible Management of Information SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
This book discusses the question of how information systems can be used and managed in a responsible manner. Normative problems such as intellectual property, privacy, power distribution, etc., are at the heart of many of the problems faced by users and managers of information systems. Responsible Management of Information Systems...
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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006
Danny Goodman felt that he couldn't trust any of the documentation on Dynamic HTML (DHTML) that he read (too many contradictions), so he wrote this book as a reference for working with his own clients. After testing tags and techniques on multiple releases of the main browsers, Goodman came up with very practical information--some of which you may...
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Markov Random Field Modeling in Image Analysis (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2009

	Modeling problems in this book are addressed mainly from the computational viewpoint. The primary concerns are how to define an objective function for the optimal solution to a image analysis or computer vision problem and how to find the optimal solution. The solution is defined in an optimization sense because the perfect solution is...
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Telerik WPF Controls TutorialPackt Publishing, 2014

	Telerik controls and Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) are a winning combination, and this tutorial will give you the skills you need to create powerful applications. You'll need to know C#, SQL, and object-oriented design.


	Overview

	
		Display database information in the Telerik WPF controls

...
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OZONE A New Medical DrugSpringer, 2005

	Oxygen-ozone therapy is a complementary approach less known than homeopathy and acupuncture because it has come of age only three decades ago. This book clarifies that, in the often nebulous field of natural medicine, the biological bases of ozone therapy are totally in line with classic biochemical, physiological and pharmacological...
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Combating Piracy: Intellectual Property Theft and FraudTransaction Publishers, 2006
Manifestations of fraud in the early twenty-first century are showing signs of innovations and adaptation in response to shifting opportunities. This book reports on new analyses of intellectual property theft as its most recent expression. Fraud and piracy of products and ideas have become common as the opportunities to commit them expand, and...
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The Electronic Communications Code and Property Law: Practice and ProcedureRoutledge, 2018

	
		Life now without access to electronic telecommunications would be regarded as highly unsatisfactory by most of the UK population. Such ready access would not have been achieved without methodical and ultimately enforceable means of access to the land on which to install the infrastructure necessary to support the development of an...
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Microsoft .NET for Visual FoxPro DevelopersHentzenwerke Publishing, 2002
I asked myself this question when early releases of .NET first arrived on the scene. Visual FoxPro allowed me to do pretty much anything I wanted, from building single-tier applications with a VFP back end, all the way to building distributed Internet applications accessing clientserver data.

Then, I started to dive into the .NET...
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